**HESA PhD Program Worksheet 2016-2018**

**Year 1**

**Fall 2016**

EDUC ST 6891 ProSeminar in Educational Studies (3)  
ES HESA 7540 Higher Education Institutions and Core Academic Issues (3)

*(Inquiry/multicultural*/cognate)*

*only one course is required and can be taken at any time during coursework*

**Spring 2017**

EDUC ST 6892 ProSeminar in Educational Studies II (3)  
ES HESA 8515 Adv. Sem. in Theories of College Student Development (3)  
ES HESA 8552 Impact of College on Students (3)

*(Inquiry /cognate)*

**Year 2**

**Fall 2017**

ES HESA 8560 Legal Aspects of Higher Education (3)

*(Inquiry /cognate)*

**Spring 2018**

*(Inquiry /cognate)*

*(Inquiry /cognate)*

*(Inquiry /cognate)*